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VDL-1000-SS 30 & 55 GALLON 1,000 lb. 28
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HDDL-55 OPEN & CLOSED HEAD STEEL DRUMS 1,500 lb. 91
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DRUM-LUG PLASTIC, STEEL, & FIBER DRUMS 1,000 lb. 151
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VDC-1000 STEEL, PLASTIC, FIBER 1,000 lb. 11

DRUM
 HANDLING EQUIPM

ENT & SPECIALTY CONTAINERS
Stainless Steel Vertical Drum Lifter
The stainless steel 2-point drum lifter is great for lifting 30 and 55 gallon steel or plastic 
drums. It makes transportation of open or closed drums easy. Allows quick, gentle loading 
into over packs and keeps drums upright during lifting to reduce spilling. Works perfectly 
with a hoist or an overhead crane. Full stainless steel construction. 

Overhead Drum Lifter
This Overhead Drum Lifter is designed for lifting drums with an overhead crane 
or similar lifting device.  Integral fork pockets are also included for transportation 
with forklift.  Steel saddle is designed for use with 30 and 55 gallon steel, plastic, 
and fiber drums with a maximum diameter of 24⅝".  Unit comes complete with a 
ratchet strap for securely holding the drum in place.  With a non-tilting style, this 
lifter is made for straight vertical lifting only.  Features a durable yellow baked-in 
powder-coated toughness.

Heavy Duty Vertical Drum Lifter
The Heavy Duty Vertical Drum Lifter makes it virtually impossible for a drum to 
break loose. Designed to lift 55 gallon open (with lid installed and secured) and 
closed head steel drums in the vertical position. An industrial ratchet load-binder is 
used to clamp the unit to the top of the drum. Uniform capacity is 1,500 pounds. 
Lifter features integral fork pockets for use with fork truck forks/tines as well as 
lifting points for attachment of slings or chains. A safety restraint is included to 
secure the drum lifter to a carriage when being used with a fork truck.

Vertical Drum Clamp
Easily moves and handles open or closed head loaded 30 and 55 gallon steel, plastic, and 
fiber drums.  Allows quick, gentle loading into overpacks and keeps drums upright during 
lift, reducing spills and injuries.  Designed exclusively for lifting closed and open-head drums 
with a scured lid installed.
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